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Summer streets brought wilderness to the city
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graphic design



Helsinki Summer Streets 2022

Landscape Architecture: Nomaji Landscape Architects Ltd 
Traffic planning: Sweco Finland Ltd
Client: City of Helsinki

Downtown Helsinki was taken over by the Summer Streets during the summer 
season 2022. Temporarily the streets were released from car traffic and the 
street space became open for something else: lush vegetation, children playing, 
people hanging out and restaurants opening their terraces. 

The three main themes of the Summer Streets are raising climate awareness, 
paying attention to children’s environment and circular economy. Helsinki city 
has a goal to become carbon neutral by the year 2030. In city strategy walking is 
raised as the primary form of movement. Walkable environments are favored, 
and summer streets serve as a test laboratory to monitor the effects of restricted 
car traffic. In addition, the air quality and the microclimate are improved due to 
the decreased traffic and increased vegetation. 

A city street normally is a hostile environment for children. Noise, danger and 
rush leave no room for children’s wandering thoughts or curious minds. On the 
contrary the Summer Streets offered places to stop by, to crawl on and to try 
out. The furniture was designed not just for seating but also for playing and 
climbing. Haptic materials, such as bark of tree trunks, sand and cones offered 
sensory experiences with the scents and tastes of edible vegetation. 

New furniture for seating and playing and for vegetation was designed. 
Otherwise, everything was existing and recycled. Also the new furniture will be 
reused on the following summer streets. Stored stones and felled tree trunks
selected from a pile at the city’s depot were characteristic elements of wild
summer streets, and they were returned to the depot. Likewise the vegetation
returned to the nursSummer ery in autumn and is available again for the next
summer.

The summer streets brought wilderness to the city. The carefully selected species 
and dynamic planting created an untamed atmosphere. Logo with a deer, animal 
silhouettes covering the not valid traffic signs and informative graphic signs 
strengthened the visual identity of the Summer Streets.  

For the city of Helsinki, the Summer Streets of 2022 were a pilot project that will 
continue in some form in the coming years. The city is collecting experiences and 
wishes from the residents and enterprises. Eventually the experiment might lead 
into reforming some streets permanently. 


